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POLISHES – CLEANING PRODUCTS – WIPES

UPHOLSTERY FABRIC CLEANER
Cleans effectively without leaving the fabric wet. High foam 
quickly penetrates and emulsifies soils leaving a pleasant 
wintergreen aroma. This formulation quickly and effectively 
removes soils from most upholstered fabrics.  20oz aerosol.
 P/N 09-04698

DECALIN AIRCRAFT
WINDSHIELD CLEANER KIT

Windshield Wash and Microfiber Cloth Kit.
Windshield Wash: • Removes greasy bugs and grime • Designed 
for aircraft use • Safe on fully cured gel coat and mildly plasticised 
PVC • Works very well on Auto and House glass • Removes the 
hazy film inside auto windows • For Acrylic (Plexiglas, Perspex) 
Polycarbonate (Lexan) and Glass.
Microfiber Cloth: • 80% Polyester, 20% Polyamide • Will 
not scratch acrylic or polycarbonate windshields • Ideal for 
windshield cleaning, reusable, machine washable • Big 16″ x 
16″ square cloth ............................P/N 05-15251

PLANE PERFECT CLEAR COAT SI14 
CERAMIC FINISHING SPRAY 

Clear Coat is a revolutionary hydrophobic ceramic spray safe for 
ANY hard surface. Boasting 12 months of protection per application, 
multiple uses per bottle and RELOAD refills when you need more, 
Clear Coat is your choice for superior UV protection, hydrophobic 

shine and protection for EVERY vehicle! If you have a polished airplane Clear 
Coat will help KEEP it polished by repelling water (spots) and other harmful 
dirt and debris. Use this on your automobile, collector car, truck, boat or RV to 
keep the surface looking BRAND NEW! Use a microfiber towel to wipe down 
your car’s dashboard and GPS screen - repels fingerprints and dust. Clear 
Coat is an absolute game changer! ................P/N 09-05879
PLANE PERFECT 1 ONE BOTTLE SOLUTION 
- SIO2 CERAMIC CLEANER AND DETAILER 

Plane Perfect 1 is the newest and most exciting formula! A one 
bottle cleaning and detailing solution, 1 is comprised of a unique 
SiO2 surfactant free emulsion of cross linking polymers and 
special additives to quickly and effectively clean, shine and protect 
paintwork, glass, plastics and rubber moldings as well as a variety 
of other surfaces. 1 is specially formulated to be surfactant 
free, leaving only the active ingredients behind after drying. 
This allows the surface being treated to feel hyper slick, be 

hydrophobic and highly detergent resistant as compared to other polymer 
type sealants. 1 will leave treated surfaces protected for months instead 
of days! Engineered for high UV index applications - this aviation grade 
ceramic will become your favorite on every vehicle in your household! 
16 Ounces ...................................................P/N 09-05877
1 Gallon .......................................................P/N 09-05878

PLANE PERFECT PERFECT SEAL AND 
PROTECT - AVIATION GRADE SEALANT 

Perfect Seal and Protect is a high-grade polymer sealant 
that has been specifically developed to provide maximum 
UV protection and high gloss shine on composite, fabric 
and metal aircraft, cars and RVs. Perfect Seal and Protect 
is a 12-month application and produces stunning shine 
and durability by reducing (and preventing) oxidation and 

dullness. Plane Perfect has had excellent results on many different surfaces 
(metal, fabric, composite, clear coat) .............P/N 09-05880

PLANE PERFECT EYES OUTSIDE - 
PLASTIC CLEANER AND POLISH 

Eyes Outside is a revolutionary plastic cleaner and polish that 
has multiple uses. After watching pilots use other decades-old 
formulations we realized that we could do better. The soft plastics 
used on aircraft, motorcycles and boats are some of the most critical 
pieces and should be worshiped, not just wiped down. Eyes Outside 

is safe to use with plastics (including plexiglass, acrylic, acrylite, lucite and 
lexan), glass, or hard shiny surfaces (including COVID barriers). Its anti-static, 
fingerprint resistant and polishing properties are great for LCD screens, radio 
displays, glass cockpits, GPS, instrument gauges, convertible top windows, 
tinted windows, eye glasses, stainless steel (like your fridge), panel covers, 
yokes, motorcycle helmets, visors, ski goggles, dash clusters, cup holders, 
door pockets or any sensitive hard shiny surface (even grand pianos)!
16 Ounces ...................................................P/N 09-05865
1 Gallon .......................................................P/N 09-05866

PLANE PERFECT WING WIPE - EVERY 
DAY DETAIL SPRAY WITH SEALANT 

Wing Wipe is an all around detail spray and light sealant that’s great 
for every day use. It produces a high gloss shine and protects against 
the harmful effects of UV rays that all vehicles are exposed to. Wing 
Wipe is designed to remove fingerprints, dust, light grime and bugs 
while providing a high gloss shine teamed with the protection of a 
nano spec sealant. Wing Wipe’s amazing formula is safe to use 

on any exterior surface, including painted and coated composites, metal, 
gelcoat, plastics and fabric/dope aircraft. Wing Wipe also works GREAT on 
cars, boats, RVs and Motorcycles! The more you use Wing Wipe, the more 
protection you get and the better it performs! Further, if you’re using Buddha 
Belly, you’ll find that following it with Wing Wipe produces even better results. 
16 Ounces ...................................................P/N 09-05867
1 Gallon .......................................................P/N 09-05868

PLANE PERFECT INTERIOR CLEANER 
- ODORLESS INTERIOR CLEANER 

Interior Cleaner is the perfect colorless and odorless product to 
remove dirt, soil, stains, skids and markings from almost any surface. 
Interior Cleaner is specifically formulated to provide optimum 
cleaning results for all leather, vinyl, cloth, carpet or hard surface 
stains. It can be used with a light brush for tough stains or carpet 

cleaning and makes hard to remove stains vanish instantly. It even works on 
walls if the kids color on them (ask us how we know)! If using on leather make 
sure to follow with Perfect Leather to nourish and shine those hides! 
16 Ounces ...................................................P/N 09-05875
1 Gallon .......................................................P/N 09-05876

ICLOTH AVIONICS 
PREMOISTENED WIPES 

Cleaning wipes for use on glasses and sunglasses, 
smartphones, tablets, cameras, and other small 
electronics and optics. Safe for use on all screens, 
electronics, glasses, and coatings. Wipes are non-
streaking and individually wrapped.
Box of 30 ..........................P/N 09-06223
Box of 100 ........................P/N 09-06224

ICLOTH 70% ISOPROPYL 
ALCOHOL CLEANING WIPES 

70% Isopropyl Alcohol Formula: the concentration 
recommended by the CDC to sanitize electronic 
devices and other non-porous surfaces. Exceptionally 

strong, soft and lint-free cloth with aerospace certifications that will ensure 
effective dirt pick-up. Individually packaged to keep each wipe perfectly 
moist and hygienic until the moment of use. 
Box of 50 .....................................................P/N 09-06232
Box of 100 ...................................................P/N 09-06235
Box of 500 ...................................................P/N 09-06233

ICLOTH 70% ISOPROPYL 
ALCOHOL XL CLEANING WIPES 
Cleaning wipes for use on monitors, touchscreens, 
whiteboards, LCD / LED / OLED TV screens, windows 
and glass doors, windscreens, and other extra-large 
surfaces. Safe for use on all screens, electronics, 
glasses, and coatings. Wipes are non-streaking and 

individually wrapped ...................................... P/N 09-06234
ICLOTH AVIONICS LARGE 

SCREEN AND LENS CLEANER 
Cleaning wipes for use on laptops, Chromebooks, 
touchscreen monitors, flat panel displays, automotive 
displays, aviation displays, and more. Safe for use 
on all screens, electronics, glasses, and coatings.
Wipes are non-streaking and individually wrapped.
Box of 24 ......................P/N 09-06226
Box of 500 ....................P/N 09-06227
ICLOTH AVIONICS XL SCREEN 

AND LENS CLEANER 
Cleaning wipes for use on large format monitors, 
touchscreens, whiteboards, LCD / LED / OLED TV 
screens, windows and glass doors, windscreens, 
and other extra-large surfaces. Safe for use on all 
screens, electronics, glasses, and coatings. Wipes 

are non-streaking and individually wrapped.
Box of 10 .....................................................P/N 09-06228
Box of 24 .....................................................P/N 09-06229
Box of 100 ...................................................P/N 09-06231

iCLOTH® AVIONICS WIPES
Specifically engineered for flight deck displays, IFE 
screens, touchscreen tablets and handheld devices 
as well as all types of eyewear. Its proprietary 
cleaning solution easily removes lint, dirt, electrostatic 

dust, fingerprints etc., and cleans safely and without abrasiveness. The 
anti-static properties help prevent build-up of lint and dust. iCloth® Avionics 
does NOT contain damaging NPEs, ethyl alcohol, silicone or ammonia. 
The liquid formula meets or exceeds required OEM cleaning specs for 
optical surfaces made by Honeywell Aerospace, Thales Avionics, Rockwell 
Collins, B F Goodrich Aerospace, and others, and is currently being used 
on aircraft manufactured by Airbus, Boeing, Embraer and Bombardier.
Pack of 10....................................................P/N 09-04590-10
Pack of 100..................................................P/N 09-04590
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